1st Place – Mark Resnick $1500.00
2nd Place – Crystal Gonzalez $1000.00
3rd Place – Saul Perea $750.00
4th Place – Serkan Bayraktarogl $500.00
5th Place – Jeanette Salcido $500.00
6th Place (tie) – Kelly Eales $500.00
6th Place (tie) – Neil Patel $500.00
8th Place Morgan Berniard $500.00
9th Place Michael Gill $500.00
10th Place – Mariana Barco $500.00

Honorable Mention

Christopher Herman
Arleth Aguilar
Braden Moses
Hussein Kareem
Jonathan Cook
Zsin – Ul Mithaiwala
Garrett Wallace
Jennifer Shoo
Clark McConathy
Sidney Boutwell
Jose Ramirez

All Students will receive plaques